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New beginnings

IOM assists Ukraine
in maximizing benefits
and minimizing challenges
of migration

A shadow theatre illustration created for IOM
Ukraine’s Sixth Combating Human Trafficking
Awards Ceremony. Report on the event on page 7.
Illustration by Oleksandr Shchetynin
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IOM Awards Ceremony marks Ukraine’s eﬀorts to combat
human traﬃcking

GIVInG MIGratIOn a HUMan FaCe
the International
Organization for Migration
(IOM) is committed to the
principle that humane
and orderly migration
beneﬁts migrants and
society. as the leading
international organization
in the ﬁeld of migration,
IOM acts with its partners
in the international
community to assist in
meeting the growing
operational challenges of
migration management,
advance understanding
of migration issues,
encourage social and
economic development
through migration, and
uphold human dignity and
the well-being of migrants.
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Coming back as moving forward: IOM assists returnees from
the Netherlands to open business and start life anew

In January 2013, IOM Ukraine Chief of Mission
Mr. Manfred Profazi met the newly-appointed Minister
for Foreign Aﬀairs of Ukraine Mr. Leonid Kozhara.
The Minister thanked IOM for its assistance in the
evacuation of Ukrainian citizens from Syria. As of
January 2013, 499 Ukrainians were evacuated from
the war-turn country. 139 of them came back home
with the help of IOM.
IOM’s Chief of Mission stated that bilateral support
and the close partnership will continue to grow.
Mr. Profazi highly appreciated Ukraine’s eﬀorts in
improving migration and visa-related legislation, as
well as counter-traﬃcking.
Minister Kozhara noted that ensuring comprehensive
international cooperation in the sphere of countertrafficking, inter alia, in the framework of Ukraine’s
OSCE Chairmanship, remains an important field of
collaboration between Ukraine and IOM.

the best European standards. We are thankful to
IOM for its support,” the Head of the State Judicial
Administration of Ukraine Mr. Ruslan Kyryliuk stated.

DIaSPOra COnFerenCe annOUnCeMent

Disclaimer:
Views and opinions expressed in this publication do not necessarily reﬂect the views of IOM.

In its report on the meeting, the MFA press service
underlined that in its 16 years of work in Ukraine,
IOM has assisted over 300,000 migrants, victims of
trafficking and other vulnerable groups, directly or
through its project partners.

IOM FOSterS COOPeratIOn wItH tHe State
JUDICIal aDMInIStratIOn OF UkraIne

Servicing migrants with the speed of the Internet

On 23 May 2013, the IOM Mission in Ukraine will organize a conference “Ukraine
and Ukrainians worldwide: Building eﬀective Partnerships for Development”.
The event will bring together representatives of Ukrainian diaspora networks,
national Government and Parliament, and migration experts to discuss
perspectives as well as challenges and obstacles in engaging the Ukrainian
diaspora in development agendas of Ukraine and host countries. The conference
will be organized within the EU-funded project “Eﬀective Governance of Labour
Migration and Its Skills Dimensions”, implemented by ILO and IOM.
the Conference will take place on 23 May 2013 in kyiv’s rus Hotel
(4, Hospitalna Str.) 09:00–18:00.
If you would like to attend or have any related questions, please contact IOM’s
Conference Coordinator, Ms. Anastasia Vynnychenko (568 50 15, 067 233 46 32,
avynnychenko@iom.int) or Communications Officer Ms. Varvara Zhluktenko
(568 50 15, 067 447 97 92, vzhluktenko@iom.int).

the Minister of Foreign affairs of Ukraine Mr. leonid kozhara and IOM Ukraine
Chief of Mission Mr. Manfred Profazi

the Head of the State Judicial administration of Ukraine Mr. ruslan kyryliuk and the
Chief of the IOM Mission in Ukraine Mr. Manfred Profazi signing the agreement

The Chief of the IOM Mission in Ukraine Mr. Manfred
Profazi and the Head of the State Judicial Administration
of Ukraine Mr. Ruslan Kyryliuk signed an Agreement of
Cooperation in January 2013.
The Agreement is intended to consolidate eﬀorts of
the Parties in counteracting traﬃcking in persons and
crimes based on racial, ethnic or religious hatred. “The
chief aim of Ukraine’s judicial reform is to implement

IOM and the State Judicial Administration of
Ukraine have been cooperating in the field of
witness protection since 2009. In the framework
of a project funded by the U.S. State Department,
IOM installed remote video-link testimony systems
in Khmelnytskyi City Regional Court, Lutsk City
Regional Court, Suvorivskyi District Court of the city
of Kherson, and the Ivano-Frankivsk, Luhansk and
Chernihiv courts of appeal.
“These systems are crucial for improving victim
and witness protection. We are proud that those
already in place have been used during more than
250 court hearings,” IOM Ukraine’s Chief of Mission
Mr. Manfred Profazi stated. “In the framework of
a new U.S.-funded project, IOM will install videolink testimony systems in eight additional selected
Ukrainian courts,” Mr. Profazi clarified.
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The Office of the
Ombudsman of Ukraine

IOM HelPS tO IntrODUCe antIDISCrIMInatIOn StanDarDS IntO
UkraInIan GOVernMental PraCtICe

IOM Ukraine joined the initiative of the Ukrainian
Ombudsman’s Office to arrange a series of practical
seminars on studying anti-discrimination legislation
for representatives of the central executive
authorities. The programme was also supported by
the Friedrich Ebert Foundation in Ukraine.
IOM experts instructed the programme participants
on key terms and non-discrimination principles and
provided an overview of the main vulnerable groups
that face discrimination on a day-to-day basis. The
training was followed by a frank discussion and
analysis of Ukrainian case studies suggested by
representatives of the Government.
The trainings were attended by representatives of
the Ombudsman’s Office, the Ministry of Education
and Science, Youth and Sports, the State Judicial
Administration, the National School of Judges, as
well as the ministries of Justice, Culture, Social
Policy and Health.

IOM-PrODUCeD tHeatre PlaY at
COnteMPOrarY DraMa FeStIVal

Implementing the previously-signed Memorandum
of Understanding, the Ombudman’s Secretariat and
the IOM Mission in Ukraine concluded an action plan
for 2013. The action plan envisages the exchange of
information on reported cases of hate crimes and
discrimination; joint monitoring visits to the regions
with concentrated minority communities; trainings for
law enforcement oﬃcers, prosecutors and judges on
identification, investigation of and prosecution for hate
crimes; and trainings for the State Border Guard Service
and the State Migration Service on human rights in
administrative procedures, as well as other activities.

Project funded by

IOM colleagues from Afghanistan, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Iran, Iraq, Kazakhstan, UNSC resolution
1244-administered Kosovo, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova,
Romania, the Russian Federation, Serbia, Tajikistan,
Turkey, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Ukraine
participated in a training on the Organization’s
global e-system (MiMOSA), at the end of 2012.
MiMOSA is the global operational tool for recording
migrant information required for case processing
and reporting for medical, movement, assisted
voluntary return and counter-trafficking services.
Operational since 2004, MiMOSA is used by 1,200
IOM staff in 90 offices around the world.

the public reading was well attended

The theatre play “At Home in Ukraine”, based on
real stories of migrants and national minorities, was
selected to be staged during the annual international
festival “Week of Contemporary Drama”. The festival
aims to assist talented authors, whose plays have
not been widely staged, in establishing contacts with
theatres. The festival was supported by the Goethe
Institute, the British Council and “STB” TV channel.
Ninety scripts were submitted to the festival jury, of
which 20 were selected for the festival programme.
Improvised performances took place in Kyiv theatres
in November 2012.

“Kolovorot” theatre association founder and director
Mr. Ruslan Osyka. The actors were students of diﬀerent
ethnic origin, whose stories served as the basis for the
play. After the public reading of the play, theatre critics,
directors and scriptwriters joined a lively discussion on
the best ways to tell migrant stories through drama.
Like in many other countries, migrant communities and
visible minorities face discrimination and are subject
to manifestations of xenophobia and hate crimes.
IOM Ukraine’s aim is to increase the understanding
of migration, and to promote cultural diversity and
respect for migrants.

Scriptwriter Ms. kateryna Pen’kova answering the audience’s questions

The script of the play “At Home in Ukraine”, developed
by Ms. Kateryna Pen’kova, was creatively interpreted by
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During the seminars, European and domestic
standards of discrimination and their main forms
were explored, and problems of interpretation and
implementation of the Law of Ukraine “On principles
of Prevention and Counteraction of Discrimination”
were discussed. Programme participants analysed
existing legislation, as it relates to their ministries, in
terms of required anti-discrimination amendments.

kYIV HOStS GlOBal IOM traInInG

IOM colleagues from around the world at the training in kyiv

Mission in Ukraine

The performance “At Home in Ukraine” was
initially produced by IOM as part of a project on
counteracting xenophobia and racism, funded by
the U.S. Department of State. The first staging of
the play was in April 2012, by Anatolii Cherkov. The
main intention of the play is to provide an insight
into the hopes, dreams, fears and experiences of
representatives of migrant and ethnic minority
communities in various regions of Ukraine. IOM gives
Ukrainians an opportunity not just to read migrants’
stories, but to experience their lives. This “3D” model
of knowing thoughts, words and deeds fosters trust
in immigrants, enabling them to be fully-ﬂedged
members of Ukrainian society.
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StOlen CarS DeteCtIOn: aUStrIan eXPertS
SHare eXPerIenCe wItH UkraInIan
BOrDer GUarDS

Project funded by

Mission in Ukraine

SPeCIal eVent

IOM awarDS CereMOnY MarkS UkraIne’S
eFFOrtS tO COMBat HUMan traFFICkInG
Project funded by

IOM assisted the Ukrainian border guards in
improving their skills to detect stolen cars. The
relevant trainings were conducted by Austrian police
experts in cooperation with the National Academy of
the State Border Guard Service (SBGS) of Ukraine at
border checkpoints with Romania, Russia and Poland.
Over 70 inspectors and oﬃcers from 30 border
divisions, border detachments and regional
directorates around Ukraine were involved. According
to Europol, over 2,700 vehicles are stolen daily
throughout the EU and over 50% of them are never
recovered. Half the cars stolen in the EU are smuggled
to neighboring countries, generating EUR 6.75 billion
(USD 10.13 billion) in annual revenues.
That’s why police oﬃcers from the Countering
Vehicle Theft Unit of the Austrian Federal Ministry of
the Interior were happy to share their professional
knowledge and keen to broaden their network of
contacts with Eastern European counterparts.
The trainings covered both theoretical and practical
aspects, with on-the-spot vehicle inspections at
the border checkpoints. According to the preand post-training tests, the officers’ knowledge
on stolen cars detection methods has more than
doubled. And, as a practical result of the trainings,
six vehicles were detained and identified as stolen
in different EU countries. As the Austrian experts
commented, “Usually it takes a minute and a pair of
eyes combined with a flashlight to detect the first
signs of tampering.”
“Organized car theft is a transnational criminal
activity often involving different nationalities,
and it can only be countered through
international cooperation by combining efforts
of law enforcement agencies”
Colonel Mykhailo Liaskovskyi,
Senior Officer of the Border Control and
Registration Department, Administration of the
State Border Guard Service of Ukraine
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austrian experts teaching Ukrainian border guards to detect signs of tampering

To ensure sustainability, the SBGS National Academy’s
instructors also participated in the courses and were
provided with training materials for developing their
own training package and including it into their
training curricula. Moreover, the first steps towards
developing inter-agency cooperation under this
initiative were made by bringing the representatives
of other Ukrainian law enforcement agencies to
attend the courses (customs, traﬃc police, and
forensic experts of the Ministry of Justice).
IOM continues to work with the SBGS Administration
on addressing challenges of vehicle theft and
detection of this crime: organizing access to relevant
databases, adjusting regulatory and procedural
issues, improving operational procedures and
cooperation with other law enforcement agencies.
IOM has been closely working with the SBGS since
2008 to strengthen a countrywide system of border
divisions. This cooperation includes modernization
of legal and logistics elements of border divisions’
functioning,
recruitment,
training,
career
development, and technical structures. In particular,
the “Detection of stolen cars” component dates
back to 2010 and so far is planned to continue to
2014. It is aimed at enhancing the SBGS’ response
to trans-border crimes through developing
expert networks and improved interagency and
international cooperation in line with the EU
concept of Integrated Border Management and the
Concept for SBGS Development till 2015.

“You are not creating heaven,
but you are defeating hell!”
Viktoria*, a former victim
of trafficking, awarded for her
bravery, talking about IOM’s work
IOM’s Sixth Combating Human Traﬃcking Awards
Ceremony in December 2012 recognized individuals
and institutions that have made outstanding
contributions in the fight against modern-day slavery.
“New Beginnings” was chosen as the event’s theme,
since 2012 marks a turning point in Ukraine with the
establishment of a state-led assistance system for
victims following the adoption of the Law of Ukraine
on Countering Human Traﬃcking in 2011.
A former victim of human traﬃcking was recognized for
her personal bravery in saving another girl from the same
fate. The Ministry of Interior’s Volyn Region CounterTraﬃcking Unit was presented an award for resolving
a traﬃcking case and rescuing workers enslaved at a
garbage separation plant. The Vinnytsia NGO “Spring of
Hope” received an award for assisting and empowering
victims of traﬃcking. The Department of Gender Policy

and Child Health of the Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine
was recognized for leading the Government’s eﬀorts in
countering modern slavery in Ukraine.
“Combating an evil like human traﬃcking is possible
only with coordination between the Ukrainian
Government and the international community,
applying best international practices,” stated the
then Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine, Minister of
Social Policy Mr. Serhii Tihipko, in his written address
to the ceremony’s guests.
IOM Ukraine estimates that more than 120,000
Ukrainian men, women and children have fallen victim
to human traﬃcking since 1991. “Unfortunately, Ukraine
is still heavily aﬀected by modern-day slavery. A lot more
needs to be done,” said IOM Ukraine’s Chief of Mission
Mr. Manfred Profazi. “The IOM Mission in Ukraine is
*The name has been changed to protect privacy rights
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The MOI Volyn Region Counter-Trafficking Department
staﬀ Mr. Petro Shpyha, Mr. Oleksandr Melnychuk and
Mr. Viktor Kravchuk receiving an award

The micro-enterprise exhibition and fair arranged at the ceremony
venue showcased products made by trafficking survivors

proud to have provided over 9,000 victims of traﬃcking
with a chance to start their lives anew. Apart from victim
reintegration, we strive to make migrants aware of their
rights and improve the government’s ability to protect
its citizens from the dangers of modern-day slavery and
to prosecute traﬃckers.”

The Awards Ceremony was organized through the US
Agency for International Development Countering
Traﬃcking in Persons in Ukraine Project, and co-funded
by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs and the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation.

The head of the Vinnytsia Human Rights NGO “Spring of Hope” Ms. Alla Studilko was awarded for
assisting and empowering victims of trafficking

Director-General of the MFA Ukraine Department
of Consular Service Mr. Andrii Sybiha addressing
the ceremony participants and guests
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IOM Regional Director for Eastern, South-Eastern Europe and Central Asia Ms. Renate Held having a
discussion with the UNHCR Regional Representative in Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine Mr. Oldrich Andrysek
(left) and IOM Ukraine Chief of Mission Mr. Manfred Profazi (right)

The Kiev Big Band jazz ensemble provided musical accompaniment for the ceremony

In partnership with USAID and other donors, IOM works with the Government of Ukraine, civil society and the private
sector towards the elimination of modern-day slavery and the rehabilitation of its victims. Since 2000, IOM and its partners
have been able to identify and assist close to 9,000 victims of trafficking, both Ukrainian and foreign nationals, who were
exploited in more than 60 countries. The youngest victim was 3 years old and the oldest 73 (both of them were exploited
in forced begging). Individual reintegration plans include free medical care, psychological counselling, shelter, vocational
training, ﬁnancial assistance, legal consultation and representation in court and other help as needed. IOM is proud that
over 90% of victims who have completed the reintegration programme now work or study in Ukraine. Over 230 beneﬁciaries
launched 170 micro-enterprises, creating additional job opportunities and new services for their communities. IOM has
contributed to the development of counter trafficking legislation in Ukraine, including provisions in the Criminal Code, the
Law on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings and the National Referral Mechanism, which set the normative basis for a
state-led assistance programme for trafficking victims.
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COMInG BaCk aS MOVInG FOrwarD: IOM
aSSIStS retUrneeS FrOM tHe netHerlanDS
tO OPen BUSIneSSeS anD Start lIFe anew
Project funded by:

Mission in Ukraine
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SerVICInG MIGrantS
wItH tHe SPeeD OF tHe Internet
In today’s world, the speed of communication is
increasingly important, whether it is a web store, a
coffee shop or a medical clinic. With the speed of
the Internet, ease of phone calls and ever-smarter
mobile devices, people expect rapid responses —
this is a challenge that IOM Ukraine understood as
an opportunity.
Mariia, a young Ukrainian student, received a grant
to study in Australia, but was afraid to lose this
opportunity due the short application deadline.
However, thanks to the eHealth system introduced
by IOM Ukraine, upon request of the Australian
Government, her medical check-up was conducted
very quickly.

Oleksandr in his shop with his training ceriﬁcate

Oleksandr*, a car mechanic, and his wife Iryna*, a
pianist, together with their two little children were
looking for a better life in the Netherlands. When
their migration expectations failed, the family had
to decide how to get back to Ukraine and how to
earn a living upon their return. They contacted the
IOM Mission in the Hague, which provided them
with tickets and relocation assistance. IOM also
informed the family that they could recieve some
reintegration support after preparing a sustainable
micro-enterprise business plan. Oleksandr decided
to open a small auto paint shop in a small town
in Kherson Region, where the family has settled
down.
“We wanted to restart our life in Ukraine with our
friends and to find a nice place to work and bring
up our children”
Oleksandr, IOM beneficiary

the signboard of Oleksandr’s shop

The necessary equipment and a set of paints and
lacquers were purchased by IOM; the family also
invested their own savings.
Oleksandr’s shop provides new services which
previously were not available in the town: drivers
wishing to choose a proper paint for their cars had
to travel a hundred kilometers to do so. The town
is small and the client base of Oleksandr’s business
cannot expand drastically, but the shop has been
active for about a year, providing sufficient income
for the family.
Iryna is currently on maternity leave, and her
children enjoy being home, surrounded by caring
parents and grandparents. “There is no better
place for kids then with grandpa and grandma,”
says Oleksandr’s father-in-law.

“It was very good to know that thanks to this
electronic system, my case could be processed in
a matter of minutes. This saved my post-graduate
education!” says Mariia.
An essential element of the eHealth system within IOM
Ukraine’s Migration Health Department is a modern
digital X-ray, which has considerable advantages over
older, conventional systems. Health information is
now submitted and received electronically, avoiding
any delay associated with sending hard copy health
examination results to Australia. The majority of
cases is processed and finalized in minutes.

IOM’s eMedical system speeds up procedures and reduces paper waste

This is really important for migrants like Yurii.
A highly skilled migrant worker, he was on the
verge of losing the opportunity to work in a
transnational company: “the company prepared
all the documents for me, but in the end, I had to
be in Melbourne in less than one month. I had a
hard task in front of me: prepare everything for
this big change in my life, not only for myself, but
also for my wife and son… I thought that we were
not going to make it in time. We contacted IOM
and their staff arranged an appointment for us the
next day, and fortunately we managed to finalize
our medical examination in time.”
In addition to the Australian Immigration
Programme, the Canadian Immigration Programme
will also introduce the eMedical system this year.
The transition to this new system is a milestone for
IOM Ukraine, as more migrants will benefit from the
possibilities provided by the speed of the Internet.

* The names were changed to protect privacy rights

IOM Ukraine provides reintegration assistance to Ukrainian citizens who have returned from such countries as Canada,
Italy, Poland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Great Britain, Switzerland, Ireland, the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic and
Latvia. The programmes are funded by the governments of the respective states. IOM helps returnees with vocational
training and supports them in launching private businesses. The Organization can also provide programme beneficiaries
with medical counseling and treatment, material or accommodation assistance. Since 2004, approximately 400 Ukrainian
returnees have benefited from IOM’s reintegration programme.
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The Australian Department of Immigration and
Citizenship processes and records online all the
health examination results of visa applicants who
complete examinations outside of Australia. IOM is
able to enter a visa applicant’s health information
including the health examination results, a digital
chest X-ray, specialist reports and biometric
photographs, online.

Since 1997, IOM Ukraine’s Migration Health Department provided health assessment services to about 200,000 migrants
for the purpose of resettlement, international employment, enrolment in speciﬁc assistance programmes, or for obtaining
a temporary or permanent visa. Currently IOM Ukraine conducts migrants’ health assessments for Australia, Canada, New
Zealand and the U.S.
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People on the Move — Giving Migration a Human Face

Although migration is as old as humankind itself,
there are still a lot of misperceptions and stereotypes
about migrants. With the aim to promote a better
understanding of migration and migrants, IOM Ukraine
decided to launch the campaign, in which all who
consider themselves “people on the move” are invited
to participate.
Even if you are not a “real” migrant according to some
sort of academic definition, many of us have lived
somewhere else than home or, for instance, have
relatives who were born in another country. If this is
the case, please join us and tell us about your migration
background!

These are the faces we want and the stories of migrants
we intend to collect. The goal is to get as many pictures
as possible in order to showcase who migrants are, what
made them move, what experience they’ve gained.
Through giving migration a human face, we want to
depict the human beings behind the stereotypes.
If you would like to support the initiative, please send
your picture with our slogan card and a few sentences
about you at iomkievcomm@iom.int. The photos
will be published on the IOM Ukraine Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/IOM.Ukraine.
Many thanks for your support!

Diversity news on your mobile!
Mobile publication of Diversity Initiative* Media
Digest is now available. For downloading it on your
smartphone/tablet, please follow these steps:
Step 1. Upload ‘reader’ from AppStore — Google
Media, or from Google play — Google Currents. Apple
users need to have a Gmail account.
Step 2. Download our publication.
The media digest will be updated automatically via the
Internet. The updated version can be read offline.
The Media Digest of the Diversity Initiative is produced by IOM Ukraine. The
Mobile add-on of the Diversity Initiative’s Media Digest was produced with
the support of the German Embassy. Opinions expressed in this publication
are that of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinion or position
of the IOM, the German Embassy or other organizations
.

*The Diversity Initiative (http://diversipedia.org.ua/)
is a network of organizations co-chaired by UNHCR
and IOM. It was established to promote cultural
diversity and counter xenophobia in Ukraine.

IOM Mission in Ukraine, 8 Mykhailivska Str., Kyiv 01001, Ukraine
Tel.: +38.044.568.50.15, Fax: +38.044.568.50.16
e-mail: iomkiev@iom.int, http://www.iom.org.ua
We are interested in your opinion — please provide your comments on this newsletter to: iomkievcomm@iom.int

